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Bob Kerrey Newsmax Article
Open Letter
Bob Kerrey's 3/31 criticism of Obama's health care fiasco, deficit spending,
and economic stimuluses, implying them to be failed policies, are points well
taken, especially from a fellow liberal. But, at the end of his article, when he used
a hypothetical example of a voter (probably himself), saying to Obama "You stand
for all the things I support. But, honestly you won this election (2012)because you
sucked less than Romney".
I would think the three things disagreed with, would qualify the full
endorsement, but then again the well circulated 64 impeachable offenses
committed by Obama, published by Internet Archive more than three years ago,
which by now is much increased, appears not to have had any effect on Kerrey and
millions of other idolatrous, liberal (at any cost) followers of our overtly rogue
President.
Does that not make Kerrey, in effect at least, a co-conspirator in Obama's plot
to undermine and subvert this country's sovereignty, free enterprise economy, and
personal freedoms and opportunities? That is, to establish statism (a socialistic
central government dictatorship, or preferably monarchy), for him!
Kerrey acts as if he is ignorant, or unconcerned with the gravity of the public
accounts of Obama's "high crimes, and misdemeanors" (treasonous acts). Are
there that many people naive enough not to believe that we could go the way of
Marx's Russsia, Hitler's Germany, and Castro's Cuba? The thought of the
possibility of our country becoming Obama's America ought to first, scare, and
then anger every American, including his duped, mesmerized followers, if they can
ever be awakened in time! Oh, I forgot, they are enamored with the "race' (black)
factor. Everything else is less important, or indecisive!
Whoever voted for, and continues to support Obama, whether ignorantly or
knowingly (both inexcusable) are guilty of aiding and abetting America's worst
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enemy! Yes, at least at this point in our history, worse than Islamic terrorism, to
us! Like Red Skelton's line, "I calls 'em the way I sees 'em". Ironically, Obama said
that transparency would be a feature of his administration. Well, of course, he
meant it differently, but anyone not taken in with his charisma, and rhetoric, can
see that the word "transparency"applies to him, because anyone should be able
"to see right through him".
Obama, of course, is not the first "King" that betrayed his country. History is
full of the scoundrels! "He Must Go" is a chant that ought to be sounded by every
citizen loyal to the Constitution, which Obama has virtually trashed, by disobeying
the timelessly valid precepts and principles of that brilliantly conceived document,
designed to be the perennial governing law of the land!
Having taken an oath to uphold the solemn duties of the Constitution, as the
most important part of his Presidential responsibilities, his subsequent disloyal
actions glaringly and arrogantly confirm the fact that neither he nor his word can
be trusted! His unprincipled operating creed is that "The end justifies the means".
The ultimate "end" being fulfilling his agenda to bring about his insidious,
treasonous plot to overthrow our unique sovereign republic, and institute fullfledged dictatorial socialism, under U.N. control, vicariously living out "My Father's
Dreams", that he venerates and extols.
What is so frustrating, and aggravating to most of us, is that while we are being
hi-jacked by conspiratorial traitors, a shameful large number of our citizens don't
even know, or believe that we are threatened by impending disaster. Such
ignorance, irresponsibility, and complacency has destroyed many nations in the
world's history.
Characteristics of progressivism permeate the Obama administration's actions,
with probably the most dangerous, proposed and avowed eventual act of control,
depriving citizens of the most effective means of self-protection and preservation,
by legislating a national ban on the ownership of firearms!
And, as has often been stated, in so many words, people who won't defend, or
don't even see the threat to their precious freedoms, do not deserve the liberty
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that so many patriotic Americans have risked, or given their lives to protect and
preserve! May God help us, even though we have increasingly pushed Him out of
our national life!
Everett Falvey
efal@comcast.net
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